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Abstract:
Many computer-security problems such as the Heartbleed vulnerability are a result of programming mistakes in software systems. A compiler, during its translation from source code to executable code, can perform static analysis to report those critical programming mistakes; it can also automatically embed security checks into a software system to prevent those mistakes from causing harm during runtime. In this talk, we will discuss our efforts that use compilers to embed security checks into a target application in order to enforce two critical security policies: software-based fault isolation and control-flow integrity. These policies can prevent a majority of current software attacks. Our compiler-based techniques enable modular enforcement of these policies and are more efficient than previous systems, incurring only 5% slowdown on most applications. To ensure the trustworthiness of our compiler-based approach, we will further discuss how to use a separate verifier to validate the executable code generated by the compiler and how to prove the correctness of the verifier using formal methods. We will conclude the talk by discussing future directions in using compiler and formal-method techniques to improve cyber-security.
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